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BUSINESS PLAN

The NEBRC brings together the key components of the National Cyber

Security Strategy⁶. Key to this is amplifying the Protect function through

scalability of capability. Utilising the skills, development and learnings of

our universities through placement of their students, together with a

cadre of cyber experts and trusted partners from the public and private

sector, allows a scalable Protect response to be industrialised.

The Plan

Support to businesses who are victims of crime giving protect and

prepare advice consistent with NCSC campaigns and IASME approved

cyber essentials standards. This would be in exchange for a fee in respect

of SME’s but free to .gov organisations.

Cyber security advice to businesses (small, medium and micro) on an

affordable basis by offering membership of the centre in return for

business alerts, CPD events and the offer of student services.

These include ethical hacking, and general security advice and are

provided by vetted students from our partner universities of Sheffield

Hallam and Northumbria, studying for related degrees.

Encourage membership of the Cyber Security Information Sharing

Partnership (CiSP) through each members supply chain.

Assist with referring into Prevent pathways and diversionary activities on a

regional basis for young people involved in or at risk of being involved in

cybercrime.

Offer centre and law enforcement endorsement to larger firms for a

membership fee and opportunity to sit on an advisory group and / or the

Board or as a ‘Trusted Partner’.

6 https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/national-cyber-security-strategy-2016-

to-2021



BUSINESS PLAN CONTINUED

Help businesses and public/local authorities recover from cyber-attack

and prepare for such an eventuality using contingency planning and

table top exercises.

Establish strong links with academia and cyber centres of excellence (e.g.

CENTRIC at Sheffield Hallam University) to support law enforcement,

commercial ventures, innovation and employment opportunities as well

as assisting with developing educational programmes, internships,

apprenticeship programmes and ongoing CPD.

Link to the National cyber volunteers and specials programme to create a

volunteer/specials pool of pursue, protect, prevent and prepare

specialists accessible to forces and ROCUs in the region.

Establish strong networked links with similar centres, to achieve

economies of scale and efficiency.



MARKET RESEARCH

Whilst the focus of the Business Resilience Centre is on supporting

businesses to not be victims of crime, it is important to remember that

one attack on a business can have wide ranging impacts on the general

public. 95% of small and medium enterprises (SMEs) employ less than 9

people; these are the public we serve.

NE region has over 1/2million SMEs:

City of London Commissioner Ian Dyson now the new NPCC lead for

Cyber and Fraud estimated in 2019 that the total cost to the UK from

fraud was £193 billion per year. Cyber-enabled fraud is the biggest crime

type. Moreover fraud accounts for a third of all reported crime (Crime

Survey 2019), yet only 10% is captured as recorded crime and 86% of

fraud was cyber enabled.

Fraud not only takes victim’s money, (which is often not recovered) it also

takes sense of security, confidence and well-being. Knock-on effects are

financial hardship, depression, mental health issues and physical health

issues.



MARKET RESEARCH CONTINUED

The NEBRC brings together the key components of the National Cyber

Security Strategy. Key to this is amplifying the Protect function through

scalability of capability. Utilising the skills, development and learnings of

our universities through placement of their students, together with a

cadre of cyber experts and trusted partners from the public and private

sector, allows a scalable Protect response to be industrialised.

Academic Research

Carried out by Head of Student Services

and Innovation Martin Wilson as part of his

MSc. In Summer 2020, an online survey was

published by the NEBRC, which had over

SME 70 respondents. The survey was

designed to increase the understanding of

SME cyber security adoption and training.

Findings included:

SMEs were discounting their risks to certain

types of cyber-attack, even though they

appreciated that such attacks could have

large business impacts.

SMEs ranked top barriers to cyber security

adoption as their knowledge, cost and the

ever-changing nature of cyber crime. 

Strongest cues to adopting cyber security were if their business was

attacked, followed by receiving government & professional advice.

A majority of SMEs do their own cyber security research, preferred advice

mediums are, face to face, pre-recorded & written.



Next steps – commission further research

The proposed research represents a timely departure from current

approaches to SME engagement that are based on fear appeals. The

project will model the reasons behind SME misconceptions about their

vulnerability so that they may be effectively countered.

A range of tailored interventions will be designed and evaluated to

produce a re-usable charter that seeks to reframe cyber security

attitudes and engagement practices that may be used across the BRC

network. Specifically the research will:

1. Identify and characterise the reasons for SMEs unrealistic vulnerability

assessments; this is important since we cannot hope to change attitudes

and behaviours without first understanding their antecedents.

2. Design, conduct and evaluate interventions aimed at increasing a more

realistic assessment of vulnerability and up-take of security adoption that

are tailored to the contextual of SME and reframe awareness from fear

appeals to benefits.

3. Evaluate a framework for engagement based upon the results of the

first two stages for use and re-use by staff, nationally, across the business

resilience network. Potential outputs include, getting SMEs involved in

cyber security design from the bottom up, building efficacy to empower

business owners to have meaningful conversation with providers - the

creation of a decision aid tool could help with this.

Research is already underway with one to one interviews with IT / cyber

security providers and SMEs.

The NEBRC will be;

• Encouraging SMEs to participate in future research studies.

• Supporting future funding / grant bids.

• Promoting the findings of said research.

MARKET RESEARCH CONTINUED



EDUCATION

There is still more that organisations can do to protect themselves from

cyber risks. This includes taking important actions that are still relatively

uncommon, for example board-level involvement in cyber security,

monitoring suppliers and planning incident response. In some areas, the

increasing prioritisation of cyber security has not always been matched

by increased engagement and action. The cyber security breaches

survey reports that just over a third of businesses (35%) and three in ten

charities (30%) have a board member or trustee with specific

responsibility for cyber security. For businesses, this is higher than in 2018

(when it was 30%), but the proportion remains low overall. Moreover, the

qualitative findings suggest that embedding knowledge and

understanding of cyber security within management boards is a strong

driver of behaviour change.

Around one in five businesses (18%) and one in seven charities (14%)

require their suppliers to adhere to any cyber security standards. Some

had simply not considered suppliers as a potential source of cyber risk

before, while some others simply did not consider their suppliers’ cyber

security to be their responsibility. Very few organisations (16% of

businesses and 11% of charities) have formal cyber security incident

management processes in place. For businesses, this is somewhat higher

than in 2018 (when it was 13%), although again the proportion is still low

overall. This continues to be the area in the Government’s 10 Steps to

Cyber Security guidance where organisations are least likely to have

taken action.



EDUCATION CONTINUED

Organisations are open to receiving guidance for these areas, and other

aspects of cyber security. However, they expect such guidance to be

pushed out to them. Six in ten businesses (59%) and just under five in ten

charities (47%, up from 36% in 2018) have sought external information or

guidance on cyber security in the last 12 months. However, only seven

per cent of businesses and nine per cent of charities have sought

information or guidance from the Government or public-sector bodies

(such as the National Cyber Security Centre).

The vast majority of these businesses (75%) say this information has been

useful. Qualitative evidence suggests that organisations do not recognise

a need to seek this information out for themselves. Organisations may

benefit from better signposting to guidance, such as at the end of news

stories about cyber-attacks. There are key influencer groups that

organisations often expect to receive guidance from, such as their

external cyber security providers, trade associations and regulators. As

such, there is a role for the NEBRC in pushing out Government guidance,

capitalising on the higher engagement in cyber security brought about

by General Data Protection Regulations (GDPR). The newly signed MOU

with the NCSC will facilitate the flow of advice.

It also became clear during early 2019 that emergency planning for cyber

incidents had started to filter out to local authorities and LRF’s with the

Pathfinder Programme (collaboration between the NCSC and Emergency

Planning College) running several events.



COLLABORATION

The Police Protect Network

The Centre is designed to compliment the valuable work done by Police

Protect officers who can now refer into the centre due to the relationships

we have built over the last 12 months sometimes carrying our events and

webinars with our colleagues.

Trusted Partners

Could also been construed as competition for the centre however the

work that the students complete is often to the market where the

business would not have sought professional and costly advice at that

stage and the students can then refer them on to the TP’s after their

involvement. There is also some reciprocity between the student

population and the TP’s in that the TP’s can subcontract the students if

they so wish, to assist with peaks of service in their company. This

provides valuable work experience for the students and income

generation for the centre. It remains to be seen what the quality of

employment and rate of employment of the students are when they

complete their time at the NEBRC.



PUBLIC RELATIONS AND

COMMUNICATION STRATEGY

The following sets out an overview to the communications function;

approach; and impact, at the NEBRC.

Objectives

The core communication objectives are to raise awareness of the NEBRC

programme and drive membership across all target groups.

Strategy

NEBRC has developed a number of key marketing platforms to help

meet the objectives, overseen and coordinated by the NC Group.

An overarching communications planner sets out key campaigns and the

aligned approach among all internal and external stakeholder groups.

This collective and coordinated methodology has supported a strategic

and impactful approach.

Marketing areas

Focus for all marketing work centres around educating, guiding, and

supporting current and prospective members.

Website

The NEBRC website is updated weekly, if not daily, with new and fresh

content to reflect key campaigns and key messages while supporting

SEO.

Current emphasis is on blog content, which directly correlates to

increased web sessions and new users.



Newsletter: A dedicated newsletter is issued twice a month to reflect key

news, information, and advice. Content is taken from multiple stakeholders

to reflect the full NEBRC network. Each newsletter receives a higher than

average open and click-through rate with zero unsubscribes, to date.

Social media: Social media is a powerful and prolific medium from which to

cascade key messages and build followers.

Media relations

Regular press releases, forward features and interview opportunities are 

managed as part of the media relations remit to bolster awareness and 

credibility. To date, over 60 pieces of coverage have been secured this year, 

championing key messages and calls to action, more will be sought in 2021 

with media and PR support being stepped up by 2 extra days a month.

Work will continue at pace across all marketing strata, increasingly aligned 

to the wider stakeholder network in order to help meet the objectives and 

market the position, work and credibility of the NEBRC to target audiences.

PUBLIC RELATIONS AND

COMMUNICATION STRATEGY CONTINUED



OPERATIONAL PLAN

The Centre has managed to secure office space within CENTRIC kindly

donated by a Board member but also conveniently located within the

university campus at Sheffield. We still hope to secure office space with

another partner in both parts of the Region.

The National Cyber Security Programme (NCSP) underpinned the 2011

National Cyber Security Strategy, and does the same for the 2016-2021

strategy. The NCSP funding for Cybercrime is managed by Commissioner

Ian Dyson (NPCC National Cybercrime Programme Lead), supported by

D/Supt Andy Gould.

The North East region are therefore fully aligned with the national

approach, and are currently seen as leading the UK development of

regional cyber business resilience, with additional regions making similar

bids which are likely to be successful.

The centre will continue with a Police lead CEO/Director for now and

have the following governance structure:



OPERATIONAL PLAN CONTINUED

Impact plan

These are national outcomes as defined by the National Police Chiefs’

Council (NPCC) for TeamCyber UK

1. 100% of victims who report cyber-dependent crime will receive

PROTECT advice in person or over the telephone to prevent those

becoming repeat victims.

2. 75% of organisations and the public who receive PROTECT advice will

change their behaviours as a result.

3. 100% of cyber-dependent crime referrals will be investigated by local

police (PURSUE).

4. 75% of organisations who receive PREPARE advice will develop or

review incident response plans and test them.

5. 100% of young people identified as vulnerable to cyber-crime will

receive PREVENT contact and intervention from a PREVENT officer where

appropriate.



In addition NEBRC will also aim to;

1. Increase public confidence in the Polices ability to deal with

cybercrime.

2. Improve reporting of business crime to enable intelligence analysis and

trend data (not solicit crime reporting);

3. Improve CiSP membership to spread protect advice;

4. Contribute to the increase of cyber volunteers/specials;

5. Improve routes into digital policing careers from higher education to

backfill predicted cyber vacancies.

6. Improve the uptake of Cyber Essentials and Cyber Essentials plus by

reinvesting in the local region and promotion of the IASME approved

standards

7. Continue to push out NCSC advice and guidance

OPERATIONAL PLAN CONTINUED



 MISSION AND VISION 2021/22



The NEBRC provides a forum in which law enforcement, academia and

private sector partners can exchange information, knowledge, skills and

solutions to improve cyber security for businesses and victims across

the region thus preventing cyber crime from occurring.

Note most businesses in our Region have 9 or less employees and as

such the cyber security advice given to the business also offers advice

to individuals, their families and thus prevent future victims of crime.

The Centre has been established as a private, not for profit company,

with an interim Police Superintendent Director, Chair and Board. Surplus

funds will be reinvested in Prepare and Protect activities or expanding

the remit of the centre, determined by board members.

Sources of funding are membership fees, a commercial arm staffed by

students offering cyber security consultancy and other Director and

board led investment opportunities. The strategic financial decisions are

made by the board. The day to day operational decisions are made by

the centre Director.

The centre continues to provide and plans to provide the following but

not exhaustive concepts:

Support to businesses who are victims of crime giving protect and

prepare advice consistent with NCSC campaigns and IASME approved

cyber essentials standards. This would be in exchange for a fee in

respect of SME’s but free to .gov organisations.

Cyber security advice to individuals on a pro bono basis using NCSC

and local marketing via Free Core membership.

 MISSION AND VISION 2021/22

CONTINUED



Cyber security advice to businesses (small, medium and micro) on an

affordable basis by offering membership of the centre in return for

business alerts, CPD events and the offer of student services. These

include ethical hacking, and general security advice and are provided

by vetted students from our partner universities of Sheffield Hallam and

Northumbria, studying for related degrees.

Encourage membership of the Cyber Security Information Sharing

Partnership (CiSP) through each members supply chain.

Offer centre and law enforcement endorsement to larger firms for a

membership fee and opportunity to sit on an advisory group and / or

the Board or as a ‘Trusted Partner’.

Help businesses and public/local authorities recover from cyber-attack

and prepare for such an eventuality using contingency planning and

table top exercises in conjunction with the emergency planning college

and Local Resilience Forums (LRF’s).

Establish strong links with academia and cyber centres of excellence

(e.g. CENTRIC at Sheffield Hallam University) to support law

enforcement, commercial ventures, innovation and employment

opportunities as well as assisting with developing educational

programmes, internships, apprenticeship programmes and ongoing

CPD

Establish strong networked links with similar centres, to achieve

economies of scale and efficiency.

Expansion into fraud, retail and tourism crime prevention advice for

2021/22

 MISSION AND VISION 2021/22

CONTINUED



FOCUS FOR 2021/22



We will do this by:

FOCUS FOR 2021/22 CONTINUED



BACKGROUND TO

ESTABLISHMENT OF THE NEBRC

Cyber-crime represents a significant threat to the UK. It makes up 50%

of all crime¹. Most Police Forces have scored it in the top 5 risks on their

Force Strategic Intelligence Assessments. The level of recorded cyber-

crime is high, 1.8 million incidents annually². The rate of reporting is low,

only 1% of the 1.8 million crimes are reported, and detections are 0.6%

of the reported crimes². The North East Region reports around 58,000

cyber enabled crimes and 4,000 cyber dependent crimes annually.

Effectively, this means that 58,000 victims of cyber enabled crimes

currently receive little justice.

In the North East Region, the services provided to the 4,000 victims of

cyber dependent crimes are being developed through the already

established nationally devolved regionally managed, locally delivered

cyber-crime project.

The creation of the National Cyber Security Centre (NCSC) in 2016 and

delivery of the National Cyber Security Strategy has galvanised existing

work at national and regional levels. However, it is recognised that

there are gaps at local levels with businesses rarely receiving

consistent cyber-crime protection advice.

Protect officers work at Regional Organised Crime Units (ROCUs) and in

forces due to the investment received through TeamCyber UK, a

national project led until recently by NPCC lead, CC Peter Goodman,

however, there are still a limited number of consistent partnerships

between the business community and the police in this area.

1 https://www.nationalcrimeagency.gov.uk/

2 https://www.crimesurvey.co.uk/en/SurveyResults.html

 



STRUCTURE

Figure 1.  Inter-relationship between Police TeamCyber UK
Programme and NEBRC
 



STRUCTURE CONTINUED

Despite a 1 in 2 chance that a business will experience a cyber security

breach in its lifetime, just 13% of all reports were made by businesses,

indicating low confidence in reporting. The Cyber Security Breaches

Survey³ estimates that two in five businesses have been subject to

some kind of cybercrime within the past twelve months at an average

cost of around £3,000 per business per cybercrime, as well as the risks

to customers of losing data and becoming at higher risk of fraud.

Businesses show a particularly low confidence in reporting cyber-

crimes, often due to the fear of ‘brand damage’. Small medium

enterprises (SME’s) account for 99% of private sector business in the

UK and employ over 14.1 million people⁴. The North East 7 force region

has around 563,000 registered SME’s⁵

Since the onset of Covid-19 in late 2019 the rise in cyber crime and

online fraud has risen 40% with new trends emerging in mandate

fraud, romance fraud and those connected with the virus itself such as

furlough scheme and testing fraud. The centre will keep abreast of

new trends and communicate these to members with ways in which to

keep victims safe.

3 https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/cyber-security-breaches-survey-

2020/cyber-security-breaches-survey-2020

4 GOV.UK. 2020. Business Population Estimates For The UK And Regions: 2019 

Statistical Release Available at: 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/business-population-estimates-

2019/business-population-estimates-for-the-uk-and-regions-2019-statistical-release-

html

5 https://www.ons.gov.uk/



THREAT LANDSCAPE

Figure 3.  Department for Digital, Culture, Media and Sport 3 Cyber
Security Breaches Survey 2019: Statistical Release
 

Among the 32 per cent of businesses recording breaches or attacks, this

resulted in a negative outcome, such as a loss of data or assets, in 30 per

cent of cases. 21% of charities recorded breaches or attacks.

The average (mean) cost to the business was £4,180 in the 2019 survey.

This is higher than previous surveys in 2018 (£3,160) and 2017 (£2,450).

This indicates a broad trend of rising costs in cases where cyber-attacks

are able to penetrate an organisation’s defences.



THREAT LANDSCAPE

CONTINUED

Average costs faced by larger businesses in these cases tend to be much

higher (£9,270 for medium firms and £22,700 for large firms in 2019).

Charities facing such negative outcomes from breaches, the average cost

was £9,470 in 2019.

The costs of cyber security breaches can be substantial. However, the

indirect costs, long-term costs and intangible costs of breaches – things

like lost productivity or reputational damage tend to be overlooked. This

means that organisations may be undervaluing the true cost and impact

of cyber crime.

Whilst the focus of the Business Resilience Centre is helping g

businesses not be victims of crime, it is important to remember that one

attack on a business can have wide ranging impacts for the general

public. 95% of small and medium enterprises (SMEs) employ less than 9

people; these are the public we serve.

The employees all live locally within our communities and a cyber-attack

can directly impact employment, as well as negatively impacting on

community identity and health, innovation and competition, social impact

on schools and health providers, and have a knock on effect into

traditional local policing. There is also a key question- would the public

expect the Police to supply commercial services to businesses or

concentrate on protecting individual victims of crime?



THREAT LANDSCAPE

CONTINUED

NE region has over 1/2million SMEs:

The

The effects of a cyber-attack can include:

· Localised unemployment

· Impacts on community identity and health

· Reduced local innovation and competition

· Negative social impact on schools

· Negative social impact on health

· A knock on impact on traditional local policing



THREAT LANDSCAPE

CONTINUED

Where attacks hit medium and large firms, the amount of personal data

leaked and or sold on to fraudsters is massive. Recent publicized cyber-

attacks have resulted in extraordinary amounts of personal data being

exposed:

1. Uber breach – 57m users worldwide - 2.7m UK victims. Stolen details

included names, email addresses, phone numbers and licence numbers

2. Equifax breach – 700,000 UK victims. Stolen details included names,

dates of birth, emails, phone numbers

3. Linkedin breach – 100 million. Stolen details included name, email

addresses and passwords

4. Talktalk breach – 157,000 customer details accessed, including bank

account and sort code

5. Wannacry malware – impact on a third of UK NHS trusts. 7000

appointments cancelled. Cost to NHS £92m. 300,000 devices infected

across 150 countries.

The impact on these 'secondary victims' can be huge and ranges from

fraud, identity theft, nuisance calls and other personal account

compromise.

Many cyber breaches are not publicised or reported, and potential

victims may not be aware that their personal data has been leaked,

putting them at risk of further crimes. In many cases this personal data is

packaged up and sold in wholesale lots via darkweb sites to criminals.



THREAT LANDSCAPE

CONTINUED

Delivering Cyber Protect advice to businesses,   should incorporate their

employees. Method, style and contact of the Protect advice will mean

these individuals take the advice home, change their own behaviour and

then educate their families. With the limited capacity of forces to deliver

Protect support currently - typically 1 or 2 officers per force – this support

is not always scalable. Using partnership support helps cascade these

vital online safety messages.

This centre is not about delivering efficiencies, or subsidising businesses.

It is about reducing crime and the number of victims of crime. Thus

freeing up police resources to investigate other crimes and targeting

other local priorities.

The BRC runs as a not-for-profit private organisation, and while some

services will be free to all, especially to the most vulnerable, the model is

based on charging companies for access to services and membership.

This means the model is such that monies can be recovered from

businesses by design; something that forces and ROCUs cannot do.

We already know that there are significant gaps between reports of

cyber-dependent crime to Action Fraud and known cyber-attacks from

other data sources and Intel. Three quarters of reported cyber crime on

business is hacking. Hacking results in the exposure of individual’s

personal data which is extremely valuable to the criminals.



THREAT LANDSCAPE

CONTINUED

The commodity in all the above attacks is the personal data of

individuals. For example the impact of the Talktalk attack some 4 years

on is still being felt today. Significant victims of cyber-enabled fraud are

still being targeted as they are historic customers of Talktalk. Their details

are on-line and form the starting point for many significant cyber-enabled

fraud attacks on individuals. The LinkedIn attack resulted in details being

sold on the darkweb. Individual’s email, name and password were sold.

Fraudsters exploited this dataset and targeted individuals, committing or

attempting to commit cyber-enabled fraud and extortion. This was made

much easier for the criminals because they had access to users

passwords.

None of these are ‘crimed’ as a cyber-attack; rather they manifest as an

increase in reported fraud (cyber-enabled). In terms of direct crime

statistics for cyber-attacks these incidents can be counted on one-hand -

five crimes against companies. However, secondary victims affected by

this exceed 3m individuals.

Businesses are targeted in order for criminals to obtain personal data
about its customers. This compromise is used to commit further
crimes against individuals.

City of London Commissioner Ian Dyson, now the new NPCC lead for

Cyber and Fraud, estimated in 2019 that the total cost to the UK from

fraud was £193 billion per year. Cyber-enabled fraud is the biggest crime

type. Moreover fraud accounts for a third of all reported crime, yet only

10% is captured as recorded crime and 86% of fraud was cyber enabled.

Fraud not only takes victim’s money, (which is often not recovered) it also

takes sense of security, confidence and well-being. Knock-on effects are

financial hardship, depression, mental health issues and physical health

issues.



www.nebrcentre.co.uk

enquiries@nebrcentre.co.uk
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North East Business Resilience Centre


